We Help Students and Families Navigate The
College Search and Admissions Process
The college admissions process is much different than when most parents were
planning their own college journey. It has become stressful, overwhelming and
complicated for students and even more so, for parents. Capstone Educational
Consultants is prepared to help students and families navigate their journey by
exploring, preparing and applying to colleges that fit them academically, emotionally,
socially and financially . . . and in other cases, athletically.
For many, the biggest frustration comes in just knowing when to begin the journey. If
left merely to the student, many wait until the last minute without realizing the missed
opportunities along the way. This is why we encourage families to begin the journey
early to maximize the time and minimize the stress.
As early as the 9th grade, we begin assisting students in selecting their classes,
finding and applying to summer programs, discovering their passions, personality and
preferences while identifying extra-curricular activities that suit their interests. All of
these will impact their college applications.
Capstone helps students in the following
ways:
Guide students as they explore college
options.
Help students build the most
advantageous college application
package.
Organize the process with tasks, todo’s and timelines.
Detailed application and essay
reviews.
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Comprehensive and Hourly Packages
Seminars and Group Workshops
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Capstone’s
Certified Educational Planner and
Independent College Counselor
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Interest/priority assessments
Exploration of potential majors and career options
Time management and study skills support
Identify potential academic enrichment programs, summer
programs and internships
Suggestions for extra-curricular and community service
activities
Recommendations for SAT/ACT prep and tutoring
Writing coaching to develop stronger writing style
Assess best learning environments
College visit recommendations
Support for Athletic timelines
Demonstrations on how to fully research/explore college
websites
Essay organizing, brainstorming, development and revision
Brag sheet/resume development
Customized college list for each client making for a more
studied choice
Comprehensive application assistance
Custom task list to reduce sense of overwhelm
Interview preparation
Financial Aid preparation and workshops for parents
Assistance with final college decision
and much more!

www.capstoneeducationalconsultants.com
Capstone Educational Consultants
1000 Highway 74 S.
Peachtree City, GA 30269
678-371-1346
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